
 
 

 

NEWSLETTER DECEMBER 2017 
A Message from the Executive Principal 

As we come to the end of the longest term of the year, we also mark the completion of a 

full term of operation for "Generations", our Multi Academy Trust. Much progress has 

been made over the term. All of the legalities regarding Goffs-Churchgate formally joining 

the Trust are complete and authorised by the Department for Education. Both Ben Pearce 

and Tom Sparks have seamlessly taken up their respective roles of Principal at both Goffs 

and Goffs-Churchgate, and continue to demonstrate the extremely high calibre of  

leadership that they demonstrated as Vice Principals.  

 

 

Goffs-Churchgate is already very much established as a school in the exact model of Goffs; just on a smaller scale for 

those students who thrive best in a smaller environment. Both schools had highly successful Open Evenings during 

September. Initial figures suggest that, as always, we could fill Goffs almost three times over for the 240 places 

available, and  I am also delighted to say that applications for a place at Goffs-Churchgate have exceeded our  

expectations for our first year of operation. Initial application figures for Year 7 for September 2018 indicate that 

both schools will be more than full, with a waiting list.  

 

Goffs-Churchgate is thriving, with results for next summer's GCSE results expected to be far more in line with the 

expectations that we would have for Goffs results. The enthusiasm and commitment of the Goffs-Churchgate staff in 

rising to and embracing the many changes that have been in place is to their credit. I am very much enjoying working 

with them.  Staff at Goffs have also embraced the opportunities provided by the Trust and are enjoying working in 

close partnership with their colleagues at Goffs-Churchgate, sharing resources and ideas. The Trust is also providing 

staff with career progression opportunities. Liz Allum will move from Goffs to Goffs-Churchgate from 1st January 

2018, to take up a position overseeing the Learning Support area. This is an area where Liz has significant skill and 

expertise and I was so pleased to be able to offer her this move whilst also retaining her many skills for the benefit of 

the Trust.  

 

My weeks are split between each school, undertaking meetings, learning walks, and monitoring the progress being 

made against the objectives that we want each school to meet this academic year. In addition, Ian Denchfield and 

myself, in close partnership with Trustees (formerly Governors) continue to have a sharp eye on the planned growth 

and business development of the Trust. We hope during this year to be able to update you on plans for the Trust to 

offer nursery provision - in line with our vision to offer education from 0 - 19 years.  

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

We also continue to explore other growth opportunities. In addition, the very deliberate process of income  

generation for both schools has been launched with great success by Kevin Yardley, our Director of Income  

Generation. I'm delighted to say that as a direct result of Kevin's vision and tireless work promoting the superb  

facilities at both schools, and just three months into his full time post, we already have over £270,000 of additional 

income confirmed for both schools over a full year period. This is just the start of our plans and represents a hugely 

important project for the Trust and our students given the seriously detrimental cuts to education funding.  

I wish you a happy and peaceful Christmas break, and look forward to updating you on the progress of the Trust next 

term. 

Alison Garner  

Executive Principal 

 

A Message from the Principal 

We have had another fantastic half term at Goffs-Churchgate as the school’s positive reputation 

continues to grow.  I am tremendously proud of each and every one of our students and their 

contributions to our school community.  Throughout this newsletter you can see the many great 

things our students have been doing. 

Students are now fully integrated in their new school.  Our Year 11 students have undertaken 

mock exams and we are now working on any gaps in knowledge before their next assessments in 

January 2018.  At the time of writing this newsletter rehearsals are underway for the Christmas Concert which looks 

set to be a fantastic event.  Our Friends of Goffs-Churchgate group ran a successful Quiz night in November raising 

over £1000 for the school community. 

We have been pleased to recognise the improvements made in the school through our recent survey.  For our 

parental body, 90% of parents agreed or strongly agreed that students are taught well at the school (a 20% 

improvement on previous surveys); 90% agreed that students receive appropriate homework at the school (a huge 

46% improvement from previous survey); 95% of parents commented on the improvements in the behaviour at the 

school, and 90% of parents would recommend Goffs-Churchgate to another parent.  The staff and student surveys 

have shown equally positive outcomes.  Whilst we continue to make improvements to the school for our students I 

am delighted to see these early positive responses from our stakeholders. 

Under the Generations Multi Academy Trust (MAT), the school has a new Governance structure.  Across the MAT 

there are a board of Trustees and in our school we have a Local Academy Board (LAB) who operate on a local level.  

Our LAB is chaired by Joanna Formoso who brings a wealth of experience.  They are keen to work with all 

stakeholders to drive the school forward and welcome the opportunity to work with other parents to this end.  We 

are planning an evening in February where stakeholders can meet the LAB and discuss any matters further.  For 

further information on the LAB please see the school website. 

 



 
 

 

We have recruited some fantastic staff who will be joining us in the new year to work with our students at Goffs-

Churchgate.   

 Liz Allum joins us from Goffs to lead on our Learning Support Centre and also act as our SENCO 

 Sam Adedipe joins us as Head of Mathematics.  He has a wealth of experience in raising standards in Maths 

and is excited to be joining the school 

 Richard Gill joins us as a Teacher of History.  Again, he has a huge amount of experience in secondary schools 

having previously worked in a range of roles 

 Mike Kelly joins us as a Teacher of English.  We look forward to Mike joining our English department – the 

MAT has deliberately invested in additional  staffing for our school over and above our core staffing levels, 

which we are all delighted with 

 Angela McClean joins us as Teacher of Business and ICT.  She will also be launching and leading our whole 

school business enterprise work 

 

We unfortunately have to say goodbye to some of our staff who are off to new challenges; Danielle Halley, Fola 

Adekola, Nita Hoffmann and Jan Laya.  I am pleased to say that Jan is not moving far and is going to work at Goffs 

Academy. We wish all departing staff every future happiness and thank them for their work with us.  

As we have discussed in assembly with the students, please can I take this opportunity to remind everyone to think 

carefully about their safety when they are out and about in the community.  It is important that students stay 

vigilant and apply common sense when out and about.  Please ensure that whenever they are out, they are in groups 

of friends, that they stick to well-lit and well-populated areas and that they are sensible and aware of their 

surroundings. 

Finally, I would like to wish you all a very Happy Christmas and a peaceful New Year. A reminder that we finish school 

on Tuesday 19th December 2017 at 12:15pm and  I look forward to welcoming all of the students to 2018 on our first 

day back, Thursday 4th January 2018 at the normal school start time of before 8:30am. 

 

Thomas Sparks 
Principal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

The Beacon Programme – Inspiring the Next Generation 

 
Three of our students were selected to take part in the Beacon Programme Autumn School over the October  

half- term. The Programme provides intensive tuition for Year 11 students in either Maths or English GCSE. 

 

Students spent three days on the University of Hertfordshire campus receiving subject specific coaching. Nick Smith,  

Bradley Gouveia and Cloe Osei took part in the Maths programme. This involved two days of intensive Maths work 

refreshing topics such as problem solving and algebra before they were able to enjoy the rides at Thorpe Park on day 

3. 

 

As part of the programme the University hopes to inspire the next generation to aim higher and consider University. 

The students were given a tour of the campus and facilities on offer. For our students this has challenged them to 

consider University as an option for the future. 

 

Since coming back to school after half term, these students have taken part in pre-public examinations and have 

found the topics they studies on the programme very useful in their exams. 

 

Nick Smith said of the programme: “It was great to have a refresher of some of the topics that I was not sure about, 

and the programme has given me a better understanding overall. I was able to use what I had learnt about ratio in 

the recent pre-public examinations.” 

 

Bradley Gouveia also found the programme helpful: “It was good to get clarification on topics that I found difficult 

and I enjoyed being taught in a different way.” 

 

 
      Bradley Gouveia, Nick Smith and Cloe Osei 

 

Suzanna Renew 

Director of Learning Year 11 

 



 
 

 

Children in Need 
 

On 17th November 2017, the Community Captains organised some Children in Need activities for the whole school at 

lunchtime. These included a cake stall, Malteser run, guess the teddy’s name, a lucky dip, Skittles, guess how many 

sweets are in the jar and throw the bean bag through Pudsey. 

 

Malteser Maze 

The Malteser maze was great fun for everyone to have a go at. The aim of the game was to blow a Malteser around a 

wooden maze in under 25 seconds. The fastest time recorded on the day was under 10 seconds! 

 

Bean Bag Throw 

The bean bag throw was the second most popular stall (after the cake stall). The aim of the game was to throw a 

bean bag through a giant Pudsey with a hole in his belly. Lots of students had a go, but by the end of lunchtime he 

was a little broken from some stray bean bags! 

 

Cake Stall 

The cake stall was very successful, and by the end of lunchtime we barely had any cakes left over. The cakes were 

truly delicious; thank you to all those who gifted cakes for this.   

 

Student feedback from the day was very positive and the students have said that they would like more activities like 

this for fundraising. It was certainly a very enjoyable way to raise money for a great cause.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chantelle Winter and Aimee Foster – Community Captains 



 
 

 

Rewards Trip 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In recognition of their exceptional effort and positive attitude to learning since the start of the year, 50 students (10 

from each year group) were selected for the Autumn Term rewards trip. 

 

The students were invited by Vibrant Partnerships to attend the stakeholder opening of the Christmas event at the 

Lee Valley White Water Centre, and enjoy an afternoon of ice skating along with students from Holdbrook Primary 

School. 

 

In attendance at the event was the Mayor of Broxbourne, the Mayor of Enfield and Mayor of Waltham Abbey, as 

well as special guest ex Tottenham Hotspur Manager, Gary Mabbutt MBE.  

 

The students all thoroughly enjoyed the afternoon events and had great fun on the ice. One student commented 

that it was the best school trip ever, and many more asked if we could go back again.  Our school community spirit 

was as evident as ever, with our students helping and encouraging each other on the ice, and then making sure they 

took the time to look after the Holdbrook students as well. 

  

Vibrant Partnerships were fantastic hosts and looked after us all incredibly well throughout the afternoon.  

It was lovely for us to be able to reward those students who work hard every single day, and we look forward to  

being able to do this again in the next rewards trip during the Spring Term. 

 

Cheryl Goodchild 

Associate Assistant Principal 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Health & Wellbeing 

 
I was very pleased to be asked, along with my co-author Viv Cobos Family Support Worker at Downfield Primary 

School, to present our programme “The Wheel of Wellbeing” at a Parental Engagement Conference on  

21st September 2017, delivering to Headteachers, Governors and colleagues from Hertfordshire. 

 

Goffs-Churchgate Academy and Downfield Primary School are leading on mental health in the County and continue 

to work collaboratively with CAMHs [Children and Adolescent Mental Health] developing awareness, reducing  

stigma and linking primary and secondary schools with early intervention and support. 

 

Kathy Dunnett, Senior Governance Advisor quoted “Thank you so much for your presentation at this conference – all 

of the information was so well received and the evaluations are very good.” 

 

Cathy Daniels 

Student Support Manager 

 

CHEXS Life Project with Hertfordshire Fire Brigade 

Congratulations to Colm Flaherty in Year 11 for successfully completing the CHEXS Life Project.  During the 5 days 

Colm participated in various areas of training much the same as real fire fighters would.  This included climbing up 

ladders to significant heights, crawling through tight spaces blindfold, and operating specialist equipment.  Colm also 

gained an insight into road safety and fire safety in the home. 

 

 
  

The week culminated in a passing out parade in full uniform, in which Colm demonstrated his skills and discipline and 

was in the quickest team for the hose run.  Colm's mentor spoke highly of his achievements and commented that he 

may wish to consider a career in the fire brigade in the future! Well done Colm. 

Stuart Taylor 

Vice Principal 



 
 

 

The Great Debate: Goffs-Churchgate Shines at Mayoral Debate Competition 

 

          From left to right: Callum Button, Kavan Peck, Lee Norris, Jake Rowley,  

            Austeja  Baltrusaityte 

 

   The Debate Team with Mayor Carol Crump 

 

On Wednesday 22 November 2017, five of our students participated in the annual Mayoral Debate at the Borough of 

Broxbourne offices. They represented our school in competition along with several other schools from the local area.  

 

The topic this year focused on the environment as part of the Borough’s campaign to reduce litter, and asked the 

students the question; “Is it up to the Council to keep Broxbourne clean and tidy, or should individuals act more  

responsibly and stop littering/fly tipping across the Borough?  If so, what can be done to change behaviour?” The 

team consisted of Lee Norris (Year 7), Callum Button, Kavan Peck, Jake Rowley (all Year 8), and Austeja  

Baltrusaityte (Year 10). They had been working diligently at Debate Club for several weeks leading up to the event. 

They wrote, researched and performed the entire presentation themselves and did so to the highest standard. 

 

The debate took place at the Council Chambers, giving the students an insight to what goes on at Council  

Meetings. In the end, fellow Generations members Goffs Academy ended up taking home the winners’ trophy. 

Among those judging the competition were Council Members, including Mayor Carol Crump, who was immensely 

impressed with all the schools’ presentations. 

 

                
          All the schools in place, ready to begin the competition.           Goffs-Churchgate’s presentation 

 

Congratulations to the Debate Team on their achievement and for making us proud here at Goffs-Churchgate! 

Michael Wisniowski- Teacher of English 



 
 

 

Reverse Advent Calendar  - Food Collection for Broxbourne Food Bank 

 
In the lead up to Christmas, Goffs-Churchgate Academy have been  

undertaking a reverse advent calendar for the Broxbourne Food Bank. 

This basically means that instead of the staff and students receiving 

gifts, we will be donating non-perishable food items to the food bank. 

 

Did you know that one out of five people in Broxbourne are below the 

poverty line? Last year, Broxbourne Food Bank kindly gave out 2,498 

three-day emergency food packs. A typical food parcel contains: 

breakfast cereals, soup, pasta, rice, pasta sauce, tinned beans, tinned meat, tinned vegetables, tinned fruit, tea or 

coffee, sugar, biscuits, and snacks. 

 

Some of the unfortunate reasons that some people cannot afford to pay for a lot of food for their homes are  

because of basic needs: the average rent for a two-bedroom apartment in Cheshunt is £984 a month, and on top of 

this, they also need to pay for heating, lighting and all living expenses. We are going to be getting involved by helping 

to provide this food. 

 

In the few weeks before we break up for Christmas, the four Houses (Edison, Curie, Faraday and Rubik) will be  

competing against each other to see which House will bring in the most non-perishable food. The Broxbourne Food 

Bank will be truly grateful for your donations.  

 

This article was written by Liam Lovlund-Troy, Year 8 (Edison) for the English Department House Competition. For 

winning this Liam receives an R4, 1000 house points and his article published in the December Newsletter.   

Well done Liam! 

 

Remembrance Day 
On the first week back after half term, members of the Student Leadership Team were asked to go around the 

school during form time each day to sell poppies to all year groups. Many students 

and teachers were excited to donate to the charity and wore their poppies with pride 

throughout the week. At the end of the week we had a whole school assembly where 

we learnt about how Remembrance Day marks the end of the end of the First World 

War, and that it is an opportunity to remember all of the people in the armed forces 

who have died in the line of duty.  

 

During this assembly we held a one minute silence in order to take a moment to think 

about those people who have sacrificed their own lives for what we all have today. 

This was a moving event and it was good for the whole school to come together and 

mark the event as one community.  

Jake Rowley and Callum Button (Year 8)  



 
 

 

Wellbeing Ambassadors 

 
Our Wellbeing Ambassador Team have been working on some important 

activities this term to help the students of our school.  

 

We held some assemblies on anti-bullying week and during the assemblies 

we had explained to the Year 7 forms that we would be starting something 

new for them to get involved with.  

 

 

 

The new thing that we were introducing to them was a clinic. This clinic 

is being run by Reggie Sullivan, Jack Watkins, and Alfie Johnson and 

students can drop into the Student Support Centre for any advice or 

support, 

 

The clinic takes place on a Monday, Tuesday and Friday and started on 

the 26th November 2017 

 

Reggie Sullivan 

Year 10 

Wellbeing Ambassador 

 

     
                              
                                           Sophie Herbert          Tia Thomas        Reggie Sullivan      Ellie Burton 

 

 

 
 
                                           Alfie Johnson         Darren Topcott        Libby Oliver     Jack Watkins         

 

                                                                      WELLBEING AMBASSADOR TEAM 



 
 

 

 

Food Enrichment Days 
In the penultimate week of term, Year 8 students took part in the first of this year’s  

Curriculum Enrichment days: The Christmas Treats Food Technology Days. 

 

The students were separated into three groups, each one having a full day of cooking in 

which they made three Christmas treats: Millionaires Chocolate Munchies, Stained 

Glass Christmas Biscuits and Reindeer Cupcakes. 

 

By the end of the day the students had made some very impressive products, which they carefully packaged up as 

gifts to take home for their family. The year group thoroughly enjoyed their day, and we thank Margaret Baker for 

coming into school to lead the 3 days. 

 

With the year 7 Curriculum Enrichment Day of Food planned for the Spring Term, we look forward to seeing what 

yummy treats they create. 

 

Cheryl Goodchild 

Associate Assistant Principal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Growth Mindset Presentation by Inner Drive, Thursday 16th November 2017 

 
Parents, students and school staff from across our year groups attended a workshop on ‘Growth Mindset’ by an  

organisation called ‘Inner Drive’. The presentation was delivered by one of the founders of the organisation, Edward 

Watson. 

  

Edward presented the workshop using the latest research, to help parents and carers support students to develop a 

growth mindset. He gave advice and explained useful strategies in diverse areas such as: 

· understanding the importance of hard work  

· how to ask for and use feedback better  

· how to cope better with setbacks and, 

· how to embrace new situations and change  

 

The workshop was a great success and well received by all who attended.  

 

One of the parents, said, “Thank you very much for the invite. I very much enjoyed it and it did give me a few ideas”.   

One of our students said, “I have been really impressed by the presentation; I think all the students should receive 

it.”   

 

We have spoken to Inner Drive who have kindly given us permission to put the PowerPoint presentation in the  

Mental Health and Wellbeing section of our school website. We will also speak to them about presenting at our 

school Health and Wellbeing Day on Friday 6th July 2018.  

 

Jim Clune – Director of Learning Year 9&10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 
This term Year 9 students have participated in the following CHEXS projects. These projects are designed to foster 
teamwork and leadership skills, and challenge perceptions. 
  
Role Model Mentoring Programme- A creative project making ‘willow deer’. Students mentor primary children and 
act as positive role models within primary schools and other local settings.  
Students involved: Alice Varney, Molly Payne, Keiran Hawkins, Courtney Cook, Tia Thomas and Jake Gutteridge. 
  
Community Enrichment Programme- Students create and manage a local area within larger community areas, such 
as Lea Valley National Park. 
Students involved: Darren Topcott, Ellis Elia, Jimmy Vince, Scott Barker, Eduard Cebuc, Kaamil Sharif,  
Kaamal Sharif and Dennis Kalonji. 
  
Family Christmas Workshops- After school sessions which engage students to volunteer in primary schools and help 
families create art and crafts in a fun, relaxed atmosphere. 
Students involved: Jemma Smith, Mia Short, Ruby Turner, Millie Clark, Abbie Long, Bethany Roberts, Michael  
Langdell and Phoebe Robinson.  
  
Julie Cottenden-Children and Young Peoples Support Lead has described our students as: 
 “Young people who are improving on their social and leadership skills, improving their own self-belief”;  
 Feedback from our students includes: 
“Everyone had great resilience.  Would like to do even more next time.”- Courtney Cook- Year 9 
“Felt proud of myself, have done something good for the community”- Eduard Cebuc- Year 9 
  
Year 10 students Luke Amatruda, Charlie Steed and Jamie Russell attended the CHEXS Annual General  
Meeting (AGM) on Thursday 30th November at the YHA London Lea Valley Hostel, in Cheshunt. Charlie and Jamie 
spoke very positively about attending a CHEXS camping trip earlier this year. All 3 pupils also spoke about their really 
positive experiences with CHEXS when they worked on the 'Primary Enrichment Programme'. Luke, Charlie and  
Jamie all admitted to being nervous before they made their presentations, but that they were well received by the 
audience! Luke went on to say, “I have enjoyed doing the CHEXS programmes and representing the Academy at the 
AGM”. 
  
In March next year some of the year 10 students will be participating in  the ‘My Life Project’, a 3 day programme 
that educates students about both positive and negative life choices and the consequences of their actions.  
We are very proud of the effort the students have displayed so far and look forward to hearing about what they get 
up to next time in 2018! 

    
Ms Emile- Director of Learning Years 7-8 / Mr Clune- Director of Learning Years 9-10 



 
 

 

Every Lesson Counts 

Our attendance figure continues to rise across the school and congratulations are in order for our students.  Well 

done to those students who have been in every day.  We appreciate that for some students this can be difficult as 

they have to manage with longer term illnesses and medical conditions.  However, it shows the tremendous  

resilience the students' have and the serious attitude they have towards their studies.   

 

Punctuality at Goffs-Churchgate Academy is equally as critical and a vital life skill to master.  I am pleased to  

announce that the students do themselves credit as lateness to school is extremely rare.  A huge congratulation goes 

to the students below who have all achieved 100% attendance this term.  Each student will receive a certificate  

acknowledging their achievement. 

 

Year 7 

Abdelrahman, Osama 

Blackford, Josh 

Cooper, Solomon 

Crouch, Connor 

Dang, Long 

Dawal-Camero, Guinevere 

Duca, Andreea 

Foster, Aimee 

Foster, Leah 

Harrold, Maddison 

Herman, Patryk 

Lazar, Laura 

Marsh, Ryan 

Popan, Paul 

Sanli, Nisa 

Selley-Barnes, Ben 

Tortoishell, Daniel 

Wilson, Tommy 

Yu, Lydia 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Year 9 

Abdelrahman, Amira 

Ali, Leah 

Bondars, Daniels 

Cebuc, Eduard 

Clark, Millie 

Evans, Parris 

Gutteridge, Jake 

Langdell, Michael 

Long, Abbie 

Robinson, Phoebe 

Salmon, Liam 

Smith, Lily 

Smith, Traileystar 

Sorian, Gabi 

Stoleru, Denisa 

Varney, Alice 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 8 

Button, Callum 

Farrer, Tilli 

Huseyin, Safiye 

Lindsay, Ben 

Long, Tyler 

Lovlund-Troy, Liam 

Markiewicz, Leon 

Peck, Kavan 

Scott, Abi 

Thank you to those parents/carers who 

ensure that medical appointments are 

made outside of school hours or during 

school holidays where possible.  We 

understand that some hospital or 

orthodontic appointments are 

unavoidable during school hours.  We 

would simply ask that your child is not 

kept off school for the whole day for an 

appointment unless completely 

necessary.  Attending just one lesson 

before or after their appointment will 

make a difference and ensure that your 

child misses as little learning as possible.  

 



 
 

 

Year 10 

Abdelrahman, Esraa 

Amatruda, Luke 

Bartlett, Lucy 

Cosar, Helin 

Davis, Hannah 

Gorrie, Casey 

Johnson, Alfie 

Lici, Alesia 

McGuinness, Jack 

Mizon, David 

Moldoveanu, Eduard 

Newman, Lauren 

Pedro, Florence 

Yu, Lisa 

Year 11 

Atkins, Holly 

Cakmakyurdu, Buse 

Kane, Gracie 

Keputa, Joey 

O'Riordan, Charlotte 

Parsons, Daniel 

Reynolds, Ellie 

Smith, Nicholas 

Turner, Ben 

Turner, Jack 

Ward, Bonnie 

 

Stuart Taylor 

Vice Principal 

 

 

 

 

 


